JCRC Flying Rules Addendum

12/06/2020

1. The drone flight line has been moved to Southeast end of the
field along the white posts between the club sign and the weather
station.
2. All drones must take-off, fly and land in the old hay field.

The drone flying area is defined by the white posts on the
Northwest, the grass road leading to the field on the
Southwest, and the Coca Cola building on the East. All drone

flyers must stay behind the white pipes while facing Southeast,
and not fly past the posts. Place the drone on the ground in front
of the posts and return to the flight line. ALL flyers must be on
the flight line not sitting at the back of the car and should
preferably be standing if possible. If you must sit down your chair
must be on the flight line and not have a canopy.

3. FPV fixed wing aircraft can fly on the normal flight line.
4. No hand launched aircraft should land on the fabric runway.
5. If dead stick land in the grass not the fabric runway.

6 . Large airplanes with conventional gear (weighting more
than 8 pounds) shall always use the grass field for take-offs and
landings. Tricycle gear equipped airplanes can use the
fabric runway regardless of the weight.

7. When taxing across the fabric runway be sure and hold up
elevator to avoid prop dings.

8. During take-offs, flying, and landings, the pilot must be in a
fixed location on the flight line. No standing at end of runway,
walking up and down the runway while flying or getting closer to
the runway when landing.
9. Never run up your engine pointed at the pits.
10. Flying over the runway is prohibited except for take-offs,
touch and goes, low approaches and landings. All aerobatic
maneuvers are to be performed at least 50 feet away from and in
front of the runway.

